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Abstract:
Our work presents a novel structured knowledge representation
called the functional object-oriented network (FOON) to model
the connectivity of functional-related objects and their motions
in manipulation tasks. The graphical model FOON is learned by
observing object state change and human manipulations with
the objects. Using a well-trained FOON, robots can decipher a
task goal, seek the correct objects at the desired states on which
to operate, and generate a sequence of proper manipulation
Figure 1: The basic functional unit
motions. FOON comprises of singular units which we coin the with two input objects, an interactive
term functional unit (shown in Figure 1).
motion node, and two output objects.
We describe FOON's structure, how we
capture and represent knowledge, and an
approach taken to form a universal FOON
with extracted knowledge from online
instructional videos. A graph retrieval
approach is presented to generate
manipulation motion sequences from the
FOON to achieve a desired goal,
demonstrating the flexibility of FOON in
creating a novel and adaptive means of
solving a problem using knowledge
gathered from multiple sources. Our
current focus lies in gathering knowledge in
the service domain of cooking. An example Figure 2: Example of a subgraph demonstrating the procedure
of how the knowledge of one cooking video to preparing scrambled eggs. Objects are denoted by green
is shown in Figure 2. The results are circular nodes, while motions are denoted by red square nodes.
demonstrated in a simulated environment to illustrate the motion sequences generated from the
FOON to carry out the desired tasks. This simulation environment developed in Unity shows
how objects will interact with one another to produce a specific outcome using available
ingredients and utensils. These motion sequences are carried out by following a task sequence
which may not necessarily be knowledge from a single source. Our current network is visualized
as Figure 3.

We also incorporate the use of network concepts and analyses, namely centrality measures, to
determine the important nodes and to find associations between certain objects. These metrics
along with motion analyses allow us to prepare for the common case and ensure that object
manipulation is perfected especially with those items. We also demonstrate the use of FOON for
clustering objects into groups based on their functional-relation, that is, objects which are found
to be manipulated in a similar manner. With this information, we hope to make FOON more
intelligent such that we can infer the manipulation of objects unknown to FOON.

Figure 3: Our current universal FOON that is constructed from 56 online cooking videos.
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